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Abstract 

 The US airline industry has experienced the second wave of consolidation, which started 

from 2005, since the Airline Deregulation Act was enacted in 1978. Over the following one 

decade, there have been 6 major airline mergers: US Airways – America West Airlines (2005), 

Delta Airlines – Northwest Airlines (2008), United Airlines – Continental airlines (2010), 

Southwest – AirTran (2010), American Airlines – US Airways (2013), Alaska Airlines – Virgin 

America (2015). In this paper, I provide a holistic analysis of the effects of these mergers on 

consumer welfare both quantitatively and qualitatively. By adopting the difference-in-difference 

approach, I evaluate the impacts of mergers on average fares, total number of passengers, load 

factor and average time of departure and arrival delay of overlapping markets. My major 

findings include: 1) an airline merger does not improve or worsen ticket prices systematically; 2) 

the total number of passengers (output) unanimously increases after all of the mergers despite 

mixed impacts of mergers; 3) while mergers show no significant effect on US Airways – 

American West, American Airline – US Airways, Alaska – Virgin America cases, fares do 

significantly increase following the Southwest – AirTran merger, and qualities, measured by load 

factor and average time of delay do worsen after the Delta – Northwest, United – Continental 

and Southwest – AirTran mergers. Mergers involve legacy airlines are more likely to bring 

adverse effects on consumer welfare; 4) qualities factors such as passenger load factor, departure 

and delay time are more likely to be subjected to the impacts of mergers.  
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1. Introduction 

The Airline Deregulation Act in 1978 introduced a free market to the domestic airline 

industry by lifting government control of fares, routes and barriers to entry. As previously 

predicted by some scholars, small carriers emerged in the market and specialized in point-to-

point service (Levine, 1987). The four-firm concentration ratio dropped immediately from 0.591 

in 1978 to 0.536 in 1984 (US Department of Transportation, 1990). However, most of the 

newcomers did not survive in the following two decades (1980s and 1990s) according to U.S. 

Government Accountability Office. The four-firm concentration ratio rose to 0.591 again in 

1988. 

In general, there were two waves of consolidation in this market since 1978. The first 

wave started in the early 1980s and ended in the early 1990s. Together with bankruptcies, 

mergers had reduced the number of major domestic carriers from 23 to 8 as of 1995 (Bailey and 

Liu, 1995). The US Airways – America West Airlines merger in 2005 lead the second round of 

consolidation and reduced the number of major national carriers, which are defined as the 

airlines that carry at least 5% of the domestic travelers) to 4 (Vaze, Luo and Harder, 2017), 

namely American Airlines, United Airlines, Southwest Airlines and Delta Airlines. 

The deregulation act and the following two rounds of consolidations provide economists 

with a perfect natural experiment to study the effects of deregulation as well as mergers. They 

are interested in find out the optimal number of national carriers in the market, the more efficient 

operating model, the impact on travelers, etc. Among all of those research directions, what in 

particular attract me are the effects of mergers on consumer welfare in terms of ticket prices, 

service quality, etc. Previous research has suggested there are usually two-sided effects following 

an airline merger. On one side, there should be improvement on consumer welfare because 
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mergers can take advantage of the hub-and-spoke network effects, and therefore enhance 

production efficiency and economic of scales, as well as reduce unit costs. On the other hand, 

reduced competition in the industry and gained market power will exploit consumer surplus by 

driving up airfares and harming other service qualities. However, there is hardly any consensus 

on the joint effect and there has been an on-going debate on the effects of airline mergers. 

In this paper, I analyze these two opposing effects of airline mergers by investigating all 

six major cases in the second wave of mergers: US Airways – America West Airlines (2005), 

Delta Airlines – Northwest Airlines (2008), United Airlines – Continental airlines (2010), 

Southwest – AirTran (2010), American Airlines – US Airways (2013), Alaska Airlines – Virgin 

America (2015). Specifically, I will examine how mergers have affected consumer welfare 

(airfares and service qualities) on overlapping city-pair routes, which were served by both 

merging parties in the pre-merge periods. Defined by International Air Transport Association 

(IATA), a city-pair market includes any flight route between two particular cities. For example, 

New York City – Chicago city-pair consists of those flights that originate at any New York 

airport, including JFK, Newark and LaGuardia, or any Chicago airport, including O’Hare and 

Midway, and terminate at any airport of the other city. The reason that I use city-pairs instead of 

airport-pairs, which treat flights between different pair of airports but the same pair of cities as 

different markets, is that research has suggested the former is a more appropriate market 

definition to analyze the US domestic airline industry (Brueckner, Lee and Singer, 2014). 

Since there are too many factors affecting ticket prices and service qualities, a simple 

comparison of pre- and pro-merger periods could not yield sufficient evidence to prove any 

hypothesis. I choose the standard econometric technique – the difference-in-difference method – 
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to compare the change of variables of interest before and after these airline mergers, while 

factoring out as many as other structural influences as possible.  

Here are the main findings: 1) an airline merger does not improve or worsen ticket prices 

systematically; 2) the total number of passengers (output) unanimously increases after all of the 

mergers despite mixed impacts of mergers; 3) while mergers show no significant effect on US 

Airways – American West, American Airline – US Airways, Alaska – Virgin America cases, 

fares do significantly increase following the Southwest – AirTran merger, and qualities, 

measured by load factor and average time of delay do worsen after the Delta – Northwest, United 

– Continental and Southwest – AirTran mergers. Mergers involve legacy airlines are more likely 

to bring adverse effects on consumer welfare; 4) qualities factors such as passenger load factor, 

departure and delay time are more likely to be subjected to the impacts of mergers. 

This paper is structured as follows: in part 2, I examine related literature on airline 

mergers; in part 3, I specify my research question and hypothesis; in part 4 and 5, I describe my 

dataset and methodology; in part 6, I present and discuss results; in part 7, I conclude. 
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2. Literature review 
 
 Almost all economists acknowledge that there are two layers of effects on travelers’ 

welfare following an airline merger: improved production efficiency can drive down marginal 

production cost, boost economic of scales and therefore probably improve service quality and 

reduce airfares; but at the same time, the gained market power of merged companies can exploit 

consumer surplus by driving up ticket prices and compromising service qualities. Therefore, on 

an overall level, there can hardly be a consensus on the effects of an airline merger on consumer 

welfare. 

In the first place, I will examine literature discussing the effects of mergers on airfares. I 

cannot start my study on the domestic airline industry without examining Michael Levine’s 

theoretical work in 1987, Airline Competition in Deregulated Markets Theory, Firm Strategy, 

and Public Policy, which laid a foundation for following research. Levine first challenged the 

validity of contestability theory in the airline market, once an academic consensus to predict the 

airline industry after the deregulation. The key concept of contestability theory states that 

potential entrants force incumbents in a market with a few participants to behavior, implying that 

incumbents should necessarily reduce their prices to levels matching with the costs of potential 

entrants in order to survive. However, existing airlines generally had significantly higher labor 

costs than new entrants in 1980s. Hence, if the domestic airline industry were highly contestable, 

then incumbents should have faced severe survival threats from those newly formed competitors. 

Nevertheless, not only did these “disadvantaged” incumbents survived, but also were they almost 

the only survivors left: all of the ten biggest domestic airlines in 1986 obtained Civil Aeronautics 

Board (CAB) Certificates in 1950. Levine then analyzed the behavior of deregulated airline 

markets after 1978 in details and explained several significant deviations from the perfect 
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contestability. Two of them are closely related to my research: horizontal mergers between 

domestic airline companies and a sudden and universal transformation of airline route maps from 

a point-to-point system to a hub-and-spoke system. A hub-and-spoke system focuses most of the 

flights in a few “hub” cities, between which nonstop flights are served, while provides one-stop 

or connecting services between the rest “spoke” cities. It is not a new product by the deregulation 

since before the deregulation, American had hubs in Dallas and Chicago and Delta had a hub at 

Atlanta, but this system become a characteristic of all the surviving airline companies. Levine 

believed that the rapid transformation to hub-and-spoke systems served as a protection for 

existing players to exhaust the production indivisibilities and enlarge the economy of scales in 

order to win the battle with those low-cost new airlines. Meanwhile, mergers helped the airlines 

to expand their hub networks to further lower the cost of production by experiencing larger 

economy of scales. Hence, Levine proposed a potential decrease in operating costs, as a result of 

expanding hub-and-spoke networks and mergers, will in turn benefit consumer welfare, 

especially in terms of the ticket price. 

 Some other economists, such as Brueckner and Spiller, also supported the argument that 

mergers do help to improve consumer welfare in terms of fares. In their paper Competition and 

Mergers in Airline Networks published in 1991, Brueckner and Spiller drew further academic 

attention to the effect of competition and mergers in the airline industry. They regressed prices 

on network variables to model monopoly, competitive and merger cases in order to predict price 

changes after mergers. Brueckner and Spiller concluded that due to the “cost-complementarity” 

nature of hub-and-spoke networks, a merger could raise the traffic and aircraft utilization, and 

therefore decreased the marginal cost for all types of travelers. As a result, the equilibrium fare 

would decrease after a merger.  
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While the aforementioned studies are more theoretical, a recent empirical study by 

Carleton et al. (2016) supported the claim as well. By employing the difference-in-difference 

approach, Carleton et al. ran regression on data between pre- and post-merger periods for three 

legacy airline merges: Delta – Northwest, American – US Airways, and United – Continental. 

The results showed that there was a statistically significant decrease of nominal airfares after 

Delta – Northwest and American – US Airways mergers, while there was no sufficient evidence 

suggesting a systematic airfare change after the United – Continental merger. 

 However, theories proposed by above researchers were challenged by other empirical 

work. Borenstein (1990) specifically studied two controversial mergers in 1980s, Northwest – 

Republic Airlines and Trans World Airlines (TWA) – Ozark Airlines by analyzing the relative 

ticket prices change of the merged airlines from one year before the merger and one year after 

the merger. Borenstein concluded that there was a significant ticket price increase associated 

with Northwest – Republic Airline merger especially for those routes involving Minneapolis and 

St. Louis hubs, while the effect of TWA – Ozark merger on fare was ambiguous. Werden, 

Joskow and Johnson’s study (1991) of these two mergers yields similar results, suggesting that 

the merger of Northwest and Republic had caused significant increase in fares while the merger 

of TWA and Ozark lead to a slight increase in fares. Kim and Singal (1993) traced fares 

associated with all the airline mergers during 1985 and 1988. By comparing the ticket price 

changes on affected routes served by merging companies with fare price changes on a control 

group of routes, the two economists concluded that even though mergers could have boosted 

operating efficiency in hub-and-spoke networks according to theories, the efficiency gain was 

much likely offset by the surged market power of merged airlines. As a result, Kim and Singal 

contended airline merges did contribute to the fare increases.  
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 Fares can be considered the most representative metric of consumer welfare and does 

draw much academic attention. Nonetheless, fares alone cannot fully capture the effect of airline 

mergers on consumer welfare. As a consumer, one should be also concerned with other 

qualitative factors, including but not limited to service frequency, flight cancellation, delay in 

arrival or departure. Hence, I will then examine past literature discussing the effect on service 

quality.  

 Unlike ticket prices, airline service quality can hardly be measured by a set of 

standardized rules. Many researchers found the change in flight frequency is an appropriate 

quantitative indicator of the change of service quality. For example, Bailey and Liu (1995) used 

network density as a proxy to measure service quality. They believed that a denser airline 

network would increase the flight frequency, and in turns provide customers with more 

convenient services. Their model concluded that a larger hub-and-spoke network enhanced 

customers’ willingness to pay. Therefore, even though a merger may result in higher prices, a 

merged airline company could better satisfy customers’ demand for higher flight frequency and 

network density. On an overall level, an airline merger could improve consumer welfare. In 

addition, Bailey and Liu proposed the optimal number of major domestic carriers should be 

smaller than the current number, which was eight by the time of 1995. Richard (2003) also 

focused on flight frequency and consumer welfare. The sample data consisted of flights under 

United and American Airlines between Chicago O’Hare hub and 26 domestic airports. Based on 

this dataset, Richard simulated the effects on overlapping routes after a hypothetical merger 

between United and American Airlines. His results suggested that first of all, customers valued 

flight frequency to a significant extent, and second, even though the aggregate consumer surplus 
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could fall after a merger, flight frequency would increase and benefit consumers especially in 

some smaller markets. 

 Besides flight frequency, there are other indicators considered by researchers. For 

instance, a more recent study by Steven et al. (2016) focused exclusively on the relationship 

between airline mergers and service quality by factoring late flights, mishandled bags, 

involuntary boarding denials and flight cancellation (excluding flight frequency). Analyzing data 

associated with recent five mergers (US Airways – America West, Delta – Northwest, United – 

Continental, Southwest – AirTran, American Airlines – US Airways), this paper found that these 

indicators generally deteriorated in the immediate year after a merger. Steven et al. concluded 

that recent mergers might have resulted in a fall in service quality. However, at the same time, 

Carleton et al. (2016) published a paper, which studies three legacy mergers (Delta – Northwest, 

American – US Airways, and United – Continental) showing different results. By using output 

(number of travelers) as a proxy to capture various service quality factors, Carleton et al. arrived 

a conclusion that nonstop overlapping routes had statistically significant output increases after 

mergers, indicating that mergers have improved service qualities in general. 

 While the aforementioned literature has conducted various research on effects of airline 

mergers, my present study, to my best knowledge, is the first to include all six recent major 

airline mergers in order to study the effects on consumer welfare in terms of both airfares and 

service quality. In my study, I decide not to factor in the discussion of contestability issues. 

Instead, I adopt econometrical ways of studying the economic effects of airline mergers. By 

employing the difference-in-difference approach and deriving a model from Carleton’s study and 

discrete consumer choice model, I make two major contributions: (1) I conduct a holistic 

assessment on effects of airline mergers with a specific focus on nonstop overlapping city-pair 
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routes (both nonstop routes and connecting routes). Different from most studies which focus 

either airfares or service qualities alone, my study is interested to find out the effects on airfares, 

number of passengers, passenger load factor and delay in departure and arrival on individual 

merger case level. (2) Previous empirical studies tend to focus on only one or a few mergers to 

study their effect. The results may not be generalized to represent mergers in this second wave. 

My paper tries to include all six recent mergers, including the one between Alaska Airline and 

Virgin America, which just received the single operating certificate from FAA in January 2018, 

hence it is able to provide a more holistic view. 
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3. Hypothesis 

As summarized in section 2, previous research shows that an airline merger can affect 

airfares, flight frequency, number of travelers, other service qualities to certain extent. However, 

there is no consensus or any holistic review on the effects of the second wave of airline mergers. 

In my research, I test relationship between airline mergers and variables of interest by answering 

the following three questions: 

(1) Does an airline merger increase or decrease nominal airfares on average in 

frequent overlapping route markets on 1%, 5%, 10% significant levels respectively?  

This test aims to find out the quantitative effect of an airline merger. 

Hypothesis: In general, there will be significant increases of nominal airfares. However, 

the increase may not be applied every merger in every market. I hypothesize that the 

change of airfares with respect to mergers involving legacy airlines is more significant. 

 

(2) Does an airline merger increase or decrease an airline output, i.e. total number of 

passengers, in frequent overlapping route markets on 1%, 5%, 10% significant levels 

respectively?  

Since airline output is able to capture consumers’ responses to any qualitative or 

quantitative change of airline services, this question is able to test the general effect of an 

airline merger on consumers’ willingness to pay. 

Hypothesis: In general, there should be an increase in the total number of passengers 

who choose the resulting merged party since the merger should divert many consumers 

who used to choose the other company to the resulting merged party. 
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(3) Does an airline merger improve or worsen service qualities which are measured 

by passenger load factor and average time of departure and arrival delay in frequent 

overlapping route markets on 1%, 5%, 10% significant levels respectively?  

This test aims to find out the qualitative effects of an airline merger. 

Hypothesis: In general, there are increases of average time of delay and passenger load 

factor. 
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4. Description of data 

4.1. Definition of periods 

 
In this study, I examine six mergers in the second wave of airline consolidation. Table 

4.1 above provides a brief timeline for these mergers as well as my definition of pre-merger 

and post-merger periods for each merger. DOJ approval date, by its name, is the date when 

the merger is finally cleared and approved by U.S. Department of Justice. This date should be 

distinguished from announcement date, which is the first date when the public receives news 

about a potential merger, but the case is still pending by Department of Justice. FAA 

certificate date refers to the date when the merged airline receives a single operating 

certificate from the Federal Aviation Administration. This certificate represents a formal 

legal recognition from FAA that two merging parties finally comes to operate under one 

company. In my study, I use the DOJ approval date and the FAA certificate date as two 

reference points for the following definition of pre-merger and post-merger periods. 

However, these two dates are not my only consideration when defining periods. The choice 

of pre-merger and post-merger is out of the following considerations: (1) The post-merger 

periods must start immediately after the FAA certificate date. The case of Southwest – 

AirTran is slightly different because even though the merger received FAA certificate in 

Table 4.1 Airline merger timeline and definition of periods 
 
Merging 
airlines 

DOJ approval 
date 

FAA certificate 
date 

Pre-merger    
period 

Post-merger 
period 

US – HP Jun-23-2005 Sep-25-2007 2004 Q4 – 2005 Q3 2007 Q4 – 2008 Q3 
DL – NW Oct-29-2008 Dec-31-2009 2008 Q1 – 2008 Q4 2010 Q1 – 2010 Q4 
UA – CO Aug-27-2010 Nov-30-2011 2009 Q1 – 2009 Q4 2012 Q1 – 2012 Q4 
WN – FL Apr-26-2011 Mar-01-2012 2010 Q2 – 2011 Q1 2015 Q2 – 2016 Q1 
AA – US  Nov-12-2013 Apr-08-2015 2012 Q3 – 2013 Q2 2015 Q3 – 2016 Q2 
AS - VX Dec-14-2016 Jan-11-2018 2016 Q1 – 2016 Q4 2018 Q1 – 2018 Q4 
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March 2012, they did not start to operate under a single name until 2015 Q2. Therefore, the 

post-merger period for this merger starts from 2015 Q3, more than three years after they 

received FAA certificate. (2) The overlap between post-merger periods of different mergers 

should as little as possible in order to complicate the analysis due to impacts from various 

mergers at the same time. As a result, each post-merger period is one-year long except for 

Alaska – Virgin American case since 2018 Q4 and 2019 Q1 data is not available by the time 

I collected my data. (3) The pre-merger period has the same length and same quarter of each 

year as the post-merger period does in order to avoid seasonal effects on consumer as much 

as possible.  

 

4.2. Data source 

There are three databases in this study, namely: Origin and Destination Survey 

(DB1B) Market Section, Airline On-Time Performance Data (AOTP) and The Air Carrier 

Statistics database (T100).  

My primary data source is the DB1B, provided by the U.S. Department of 

Transportation. This survey is a quarterly 10% random sample of all the U.S. domestic 

airline passenger tickets and has three types of table: DB1B Coupon, DB1B Market and 

DB1B Ticket. My study uses DB1B Market since it contains exhaustive directional market 

characteristics of each itinerary, including origin and destination cities, operating carriers, 

number of passengers paying that fare, fares, miles, etc. This survey has been collected data 

since 1993 and has the latest available data of December 2018, so it provides a perfect 

coverage of data of all the pre-merger and post-merger periods defined above. By 

aggregating data from DB1B Market, I am able to obtain quarterly nominal mean fares and 
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quarterly mean number of passengers to test the first two hypotheses. Moreover, since DB1B 

contains information for connecting flights, I am able to differentiate nonstop routes from 

single or multi-stop routes and by comparing data between airlines and procure overlapping 

nonstop routes between airlines of interest. 

The second database is AOTP from the Bureau of Transportation Statistics. Since 

every operating carrier is required to report on-time data for each flight it operates, the 

bureau has been collecting daily data of departure and arrival performances, cancellations 

and diversions of each flight since 1987 and has the latest data of February 2019. Therefore, I 

am able to not only obtain data pertaining to air service qualities such as departure delay time 

and arrival delay time to test my third hypothesis, but also obtain information on flight 

frequency. Hence, by crosschecking overlapping nonstop routes obtained from DB1B, I can 

locate those frequent overlapping routes between airlines of interest (detailed methodology 

will be explained in section five). 

I use the third database T100 database from Bureau of Transportation Statistics, which 

has monthly records of number of seats available for each flight apart from basic departure 

and arrival information. Hence, I am able to obtain passenger load factor by dividing number 

of travelers transported by seats available. Passenger load factor is a key indicator of capacity 

utilization for airline. Running regression on this variable enables me to further test the 

change on service qualities from another dimension. 
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5. Methodology 

5.1. Empirical methodology 

The study of the effects of airline mergers on consumer welfare is perplexed in general 

by four facts. First of all, an approval of merger is not the only variable that affects fares and 

qualities. There are many economic factors, such as seasonal effect, economic recession, cost 

structure and they can evolve over time periods as well. Hence, I cannot simply compare and 

contrast the fares, service qualities before and after a merger. Second of all, changes in fares 

are not a perfect indicator of the changers of consumer welfare since in the airline industries, 

consumers care about many more dimensions besides ticket prices. Even if the nominal 

prices drop after a merger, a longer departure or arrival delay or a full-packed aircraft could 

significantly impair consumer welfare. Therefore, an analysis of ticket prices alone cannot 

fully explain the change of consumer welfare. Third of all, the selection of flight routes of 

interest can be complicated by multiple airports in one city. Most consumers are not 

significantly sensitive to different airports in the same origin or destination city (Brueckner, 

Lee and Singer, 2014), but a flight itinerary is usually recorded on an airport-pair basis, 

treating flights between the same cities but different airports as disparate markets. Last but 

not least, since the DB1B database record a distinct fare as one observation, there are huge 

amounts of data (approximately 10 million observations for one pre-merger or post-merger 

period) for processing. 

In my study, my methodology tackles with all these complications. First of all, when 

analyzing the change of ticket prices, number of passengers, load factor, departure and arrival 

delay, I adopt the difference-in-difference (DID) model. This is a standard econometric 

technique used in airline industry (Brueckner, Lee and Singer, 2013; Carleton, 2016; etc.). 
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By carefully selecting control group, DID regression enables me to capture not only the 

effects of merger, but also other general trends of economic factors that affecting consumer 

welfare, in order to mitigate the effects of extraneous factors and selection bias. However, 

DID is not a perfect insurance for merger analysis since the model relies on a careful 

selection of control group, which is a necessity but not a guarantee of robust results. In my 

study, the treatment group for one merger is defined as frequent overlapping nonstop city-

pair routes between two merging airlines, while the control group consists of frequent city-

pair routes not affected by any of the six mergers. I will elaborate how I select these routes in 

section 5.2 below in details. 

Second of all, I incorporate the analysis of ticket prices, number of passengers, load 

factor and delay in my study to account for changes in fares and qualities. Since it is exacting 

to quantify and incorporate all the quality factors in one single model, I perform pooled 

regression separately on each dependent variable with the same DID technique. I will 

elaborate on each of the dependent variables in section 5.3. 

Third of all, I adopt the city-pair markets definition as suggested by Brueckner et al. 

and aggregate all flight routes between two cities as one single market regardless different 

origin or destination airports. However, one pitfall of this method is the ignorance of 

directional fixed effect in the regression model. For example, in the beginning of a holiday 

season, the demand for a ticket from New York to Miami usually far exceeds the demand for 

a ticket from Miami to New York. This difference in demand usually results in a discrepancy 

of fares of both directions. Hence, I add a fixed variable of origin city in my regression 

model to account for this directional fixed effect. 
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Last but not least, in order to process millions of data for all the six mergers, I use 

Python and its Pandas package, which provides a high-efficiency data analysis library. 

Detailed codes are attached in Appendix B to D.

 

5.2. Overlapping nonstop city-pair routes 

Routes in treatment groups: 

I define routes in treatment groups as frequent overlapping nonstop city-pair routes. 

These are two criteria for a nonstop route to qualify: 1) both merging airlines consistently 

operated flights between a pair of cities; 2) each of the airline had at least 10 operations (or 5 

round trips) per week (this is a conventional definition used by many airline researchers such 

as Carleton et al.). 

In order to identify routes in treatment group of each merger, I utilize both DB1B and 

AOTP databases. The first step is to sift through the first quarter of the pre-merger period to 

get observations operated by two merging airlines only. Then I create a city-pair column, 

consisting of the origin city and destination city for each observation in order to obtain 

overlapping routes. The second step is to use the first week data of the pre-merger period 

from AOTP to get nonstop frequent routes for both merging parties respectively. Only routes 

remained in both the set of overlapping routes and the set of frequent routes are frequent 

overlapping nonstop city-pair routes.  

The second column Table 5.1 below lists routes in the treatment group for each 

merger: there is 1 for US Airways – America West, 4 for Delta – Northwest, 6 for United – 

Continental, 14 for Southwest – AirTran, 5 for American – US Airways and 4 for Alaska – 

Virgin America. The resulting routes match the overlaps between merging airlines’ hubs. For 
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instance, the only overlapping hub of US Airways and America West was Phoenix and 

Southwest and AirTran had three overlapping hubs in Baltimore, Milwaukee and Orlando 

respectively. 

 

Routes in control groups: 

Routes in the control group of a merger should be those are not affected by any of the 

mergers I study since I would not like the effect of other mergers to complicate my study of 

one particular merger. Similarly, I use both DB1B and AOTP databases to procure qualified 

routes. The first step is to sift through the first quarter of the pre-merger period from DB1B 

in order to exclude two merging airlines in this merger and any merging party in previous 

mergers. For instance, the control routes of Southwest – AirTran exclude any route by which 

US Airways, America West, United or Continental had operated. The second step is to 

process the first week data of the pre-merger period from AOTP to get frequent routes. In the 

control group case, I define any city-pair with at least 50 operations by any airline in total as 

a frequent route. The main purpose of this step is to filter out small routes, which are more 

likely to have disparate characteristics (as measured by observable features such as 

population and distances for instance) from the treatment routes. Again, only are those routes 

retained in both sets the control routes. 

The third column of Table 5.1 below lists the number of control routes for each 

merger. 
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Table 5.1 Frequent overlapping nonstop city-pair routes between merging airlines 

Merging airlines Frequent overlap nonstop city-pair routes Number of control routes 
US Airways – 
America West Philadelphia – Phoenix  286 

Delta –  
Northwest 

Atlanta – Detroit 
Honolulu – Los Angeles 
Atlanta – Memphis 
Minneapolis / St. Paul – Salt Lake City 

133 

United - 
Continental 
 

Chicago – New York City 
New York City – Los Angeles 
New York City – San Francisco 
Honolulu – Los Angeles 
Denver – New York City 
Chicago - Houston 

143 

Southwest - 
AirTran 

Washington D.C. – Fort Myers 
Washington D.C. – West Palm Beach 
Washington D.C. – New Orleans 
Las Vegas – Indianapolis 
Orlando – St. Louis 
Orlando – Columbus 
Orlando – Norfolk 
Orlando – Kansas City 
Orlando – Buffalo  
Orlando – Washington D.C. 
Tempa – Washington D.C. 
Tempa – Pittsburgh 
Tempa – Milwaukee 
Phoenix – Milwaukee 

201 

American –  
US Airways 

Miami – Philadelphia 
Phoenix – Chicago 
Phoenix – Miami 
Phoenix – Dallas / Fort Worth 
Dallas / Fort Worth - Charlotte 

78 

Alaska –  
Virgin America 

San Francisco – Honolulu 
San Francisco – Kahului 
San Francisco – Palm Springs 
Washington DC – Los Angeles 

220 
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5.3. Model specification & Data processing 

𝑌"# = 	𝛼 + 𝛽)𝑀𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑟"𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡" + 𝛽3𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡" + 𝛾)𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑟)" + ⋯+ 𝛾:𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑟:"
+ 𝛿)𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑)"# + ⋯+ 𝛿>𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑>"# + 𝜂𝑂𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑦𝐼𝐷" + 𝜀"# 

 
 

Independent variables: 

 𝑀𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑟"𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡": 

This is my primary independent variable of interest, which is the interaction term 

of two dummy variables: merger and treatment. This term takes a value of 1 only if the 

observation is from treatment routes during the post-merger period and a value of 0 

otherwise. This is the core of the DID approach. As I include other fixed effect variables 

in the model, b1, the estimated coefficient on this variable is able to estimate the 

incremental effect on the dependent variable of treatment routes relative to the effect on 

the dependent variable of control group. In other words, this coefficient indicates whether 

a merger has significantly impact the dependent variable.  

 

 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡": 

This is a dummy variable to differentiate between treatment routes and control 

routes. This variable takes a value of 1 if the observation is from the treatment groups and 

0 otherwise. 

 

 𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑟": 

This is the fixed effect variable for each city-pair market. Since each market has 

its own characteristics, such as population size, geographical location, distance between 

two cities, etc., I need to account for the fixed effect brought by these characteristics. The 
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original datasets from DB1B, T100 and AOTP only include information of origin city 

and destination city separately. Therefore, I generate a city-pair column with Python, 

consisting of a unique ID of both origin city and destination city. This enables me to 

assign a city-pair market ID to each observation and aggregate observations from the 

same markets for the following regressions. 

 

𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑"#: 

Similarly, this is the fixed effect variable for each time period (per quarter for the 

analysis of fares and number of passengers and per month for the analysis of load factor 

and delay). This independent variable captures seasonal effect and most fixed effects 

sensitive to time. 

 

𝑂𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑦𝐼𝐷": 

Again, this is the fixed effect variable for each direction of a city-pair market. As 

mentioned in section 5.1, the demand for tickets of one direction might not match the 

demand for tickets of the other direction in the same city-pair market during the same 

time period. Therefore, this variable enables me to account for any fixed effect pertaining 

to directional flight. 

 

Dependent variables: 

𝒀𝒊𝒕: five different DID regressions are run for each merger and below are the dependent 

variables for each regression. 
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1) Natural logarithm of the average nominal fares per quarter per route for each airline 

of interest 

Nominal fares are obtained from DB1B database. Since each observation from 

this database record a fare with number of travelers purchasing at this fare, I 

calculate the weighted average nominal fare for each route per airline per time 

period. Consistent with standard practice in econometric study of airlines, I use logit 

regression in this case. Therefore, the estimated b1 indicated the percentage change 

of the average nominal fare of treatment routes brought by a merger relative to the 

percentage change of the average nominal fare of control routes. A positive estimator 

shows impaired consumer welfare in terms of ticket prices brought by a merger. 

 

2) Natural logarithm of 10% total number of passengers transported per quarter per 

route for every airline of interest (since DB1B is 10% sample of all the domestic 

travelers) 

Total numbers of passengers are obtained from DB1B database by adding up 

the number of people purchasing at a particular price for a route. The total number of 

passengers per route per quarter is a critical proxy to capture factors other than those 

measurable dimensions (fares, delay time, etc.), such as improved network of hub-

and-spoke, upgraded frequent flyer programs, etc., because consumers usually take 

all these factors into consideration when deciding to purchase air tickets. Hence, 

improved service qualities can attract more passengers in general. Again, I used logit 

regression in this case. Therefore, a positive estimated b1 shows a positive 
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percentage change of the total number of passengers on treatment routes relative to 

that on control routes.  

 

3) Passenger load factor per operation per month per route for each airline of interest 

𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟	𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑	𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 = 	
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟	𝑜𝑓	𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒	𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑠	
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟	𝑜𝑓	𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑠	𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒  

Passenger load factor measures the capacity utilization of an aircraft operation 

and it is calculated by dividing the number of revenue passengers by the number of 

seats available on an airplane. This factor is usually used by airline companies to 

assess the cost efficiency. From their perspectives, higher the load factor is, more 

cost efficient a route is. In contrast, travelers usually dislike a full-packed airplane, 

which usually entails a longer boarding line and less cabin space.  

I use T100 to obtain the number of revenue passengers and number of seats 

available for each operation. I then add another column to calculate the passenger 

load factor for each observation. The estimated b1 represents an absolute change in 

passenger load factor on treatment routes relative to control routes. A positive 

estimator embodies a more packed aircraft, and therefore a decrease in consumer 

welfare. 

 

4) Average time of departure / arrival delay in minutes per month per route for each 

airline of interest 

Since airlines are obliged to report departure and arrival information of each 

operation to Bureau of Transportation, I am able to get departure and arrival delay in 

minutes for each operation from AOTP. In this database, any early departure or 
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arrival is recorded as 0 and any delay is recorded in minutes. After filtering out 

irrelevant observations, I then calculate the average minutes of departure and arrival 

delay for per month per route for each airline of interest. The estimated b1 from 

regression results indicates the absolute change of delay time on treatment groups 

relative to control groups. A positive b1 means a longer average delay time, and 

therefore a decrease in consumer welfare. 
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6. Results analysis 

6.1. Regression results 

 
 

Table 6.1 Individual regression results 
 
 Quantitative Qualitative 
Merging 
airlines 

ln  
(mean fare) 

ln  
(passengers) 

Passenger  
load factor 

Mean departure 
delay (mins) 

Mean arrival 
delay (mins) 

US – HP 
-0.0481 
  (0.2539) 
  [0.3004] 
  <25,763> 

0.8239 
  (1.5808) 
  [0.0880] 
  <25,763> 

0.0538 
  (0.0766) 
  [0.1790] 
  <104,037> 

-1.7589 
  (2.1524) 
  [0.2427] 
  <16,045> 

-1.7448 
  (3.3231) 
  [0.2686] 
  <16,045> 

DL – NW 
-0.0184 
  (0.1508) 
  [0.2872] 
  <7,882> 

1.4938* 
  (0.8583) 
  [0.1202] 
  <7,882> 

0.0790*** 
  (0.0232) 
  [0.1747] 
  <46,181> 

5.6503*** 
  (1.4671) 
  [0.2856] 
  <7,056> 

4.8586*** 
  (1.5973) 
  [0.3076] 
  <7,056> 

UA – CO 
0.0653 
  (0.1107) 
  [0.3272] 
  <7,545> 

0.6250 
  (0.5828) 
  [0.2074] 
  <7,545> 

0.0767*** 
  (0.0127) 
  [0.2511] 
  <28,511> 

1.4681 
  (1.3310) 
  [0.2153] 
  <4,997> 

1.2638 
  (1.4818) 
  [0.2084] 
  <4,997> 

WN – FL 
0.2243*** 
  (0.0710) 
  [0.2746] 
  <12,742> 

0.1625 
  (0.3696) 
  [0.2330] 
 <12,742> 

-0.0499 
  (0.0438) 
  [0.2260] 
  <42,676> 

1.6634* 
  (0.8880) 
  [0.2216] 
  <7,762> 

1.7021* 
  (0.9306) 
  [0.2297] 
  <7,762> 

AA – US 
-0.1244 
  (0.1344) 
  [0.2864] 
  <3,475> 

0.6581 
  (0.5775) 
  [0.2914] 
  <3,475> 

-0.0035 
  (0.0180) 
  [0.2042] 
  <13,191> 

2.2754 
  (1.5338) 
  [0.2176] 
  <2,221> 

1.1787 
  (1.5545) 
  [0.2190] 
  <2,221> 

AS - VX 
-0.0460 
  (0.1486) 
  [0.2067] 
  <14,427> 

0.4900 
  (0.7142) 
  [0.1960] 
  <14,427> 

-0.0236 
  (0.0186) 
  [0.1557] 
  <53,368> 

-1.1927 
  (2.8628) 
  [0.1169] 
  <8,822> 

-0.6596 
  (2.8950) 
  [0.1201] 
  <8,822> 

Note:  1. The first line is the estimated coefficients for TreatmentMerger interact variable 
 2. ***/**/* denotes significance of coefficients at 1%, 5%, 10% significant level respectively 
 3. Numbers in round brackets () denotes standard error 
 4. Numbers in square brackets [] denotes R squares 
 3. Numbers in angle brackets <> denotes number of observations 
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6.2. Results analysis 

Table 6.1 above tabulates the regression results for each merger. On an overall 

level, there does not exist a systematical trend of beneficial or adverse effects brought by 

a merger on average nominal airfares, passenger load factors, average time of departure 

and arrival delay. Rather, regression results show mixed impacts these factors. 

In terms of airfares, four mergers, US – HP, DL – NW, AA – US, AS – VX, have 

experienced decreases in fares, though not significant and the other two mergers, UA – 

CO and WN – FL have experienced increase in fares. In particular, there is a very 

statistically significant increase of 22.4% of ticket prices after the case of WN – FL. This 

set of results prove my first hypothesis wrong because first of all, there is no systematic 

increase in airfares, and second of all, it is the merger between Southwest and AirTran, 

both of which are not legacy carriers, bring the largest percentage increase in airfares. 

In terms of passenger load factors, three mergers, US – HP, DL – NW, UA – CO, 

bring positive changes while the other three mergers bring negative changes. In 

particular, the mergers of DL – NW and UA – CO lead to significant increases of 

passenger load factors, meaning that on average the aircrafts are more packed. This set of 

results in generally proves my third hypothesis since the only two significant results show 

increases on passenger load factors brought by mergers. 

In terms of delay time, four mergers, DL – NW, UA – CO, WN – FL, and AA – 

US, have experienced increases on both departure and arrival delay while the other two 

mergers have experienced decreases. In particular, the mergers between DL – NW and 

WN – FL lead to statistically significant increases. This set of results in generally proves 
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my third hypothesis as well since the only two significant results show increases on 

average time of departure and arrival delay. 

Different from aforementioned dependent variables, the total number of 

passengers (output) unanimously increases after all of the mergers as predicted by my 

second hypothesis. This set of results is expected because after a merger, the resulting 

merged airline usually inherits consumers from both carriers. For one particular route, 

consumers who used to choose the other carrier can only choose between the resulting 

merged carrier or any other non-merging carrier. Therefore, it is expected to have more 

passengers. However, only the merger of DL – NW brings statistically significant 

increases. 

Since in general, mergers yield mixed impacts on consumer welfare, I need to 

further examine the effects on individual mergers. 

In the case of US – HP, the merger generally improved consumer welfare as there 

is a reduction in fares (-4.8%) and decrease in both departure and arrival delay (-1.76 

min; -1.74 min). Even though there is a slight increase of passenger load factor by 0.05, 

meaning a more crowded flight, more passengers are still attracted to the merged 

company. 

In the case of DL – NW, there is a slight decrease of 1.8% of ticket prices. 

However, the passenger load factor, departure delay and arrival delay have significant 

increases. Hence, consumer welfare is adversely affected in terms of cabin space and 

longer travel time. Nevertheless, there is still a significant growth in the total number of 

travelers, probably because of three reasons: 1) Delta is the only frequent operator in 

some of the overlapping routes so consumers have no choice but to choose Delta;  2) 
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many consumers value the decrease in ticket prices more than crowded cabin space and 

longer travel time; 3) other unquantifiable service factors, such as frequent flyer program, 

have improved after the merger and therefore Delta is able to attract more customers. 

In the case of UA – CO, there is a general decrease in consumer welfare since I 

see an 6.5% increase of fares, 1.47 min and 1.26 min increases in departure delay and 

arrival delay respectively, and a significant increase of load factor. However, United is 

still able to attract more consumers with an increase of output of 62.5%, partly due to its 

higher market power. 

The merger of WN – FL has brought the only significant increase of 22.4% of 

ticket prices among all the six mergers. Meanwhile, there is significant increases of 

departure and arrival delay. Even though the load factor slightly decreases, and the total 

number of passengers still grows, the percentage increment in the number of passengers 

is the smallest among the six mergers. Hence, I may conclude consumer welfare is 

adversely impact in general by this merger. 

The case of AA – US and the case of AS – VX display similar patterns: The 

average fares and load factor slightly decrease after both of the mergers, and both total 

numbers of travelers experience an approximately 50% of increase. The only difference 

is that the merger of AA – US brought slight increases of departure and arrival delay 

while the merger of AS – VX lead to slight decreases of departure and arrival delay. 

Since all the changes are not significant, I conclude that mergers do not significantly 

impact consumer welfare in both cases. 
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7. Conclusion 

In my study, I examine all the recent six airline mergers in the U.S. in order to assess 

whether a merger adversely affects consumer. By employing the difference-in-difference 

approach and ran five separate regressions on each of the merger, I test all of three 

hypotheses.  

There are four main takeaways. 1) an airline merger does not improve or worsen 

ticket prices systematically; 2) the total number of passengers (output) unanimously increases 

after all of the mergers despite mixed impacts of mergers. This finding points out a future 

extension of a research on more qualitative aspects of a merger, such as frequent flyer 

program or network of connecting flights, which bring more convenience to travelers and 

therefore attract more customers.  3) while mergers show no significant effect on US 

Airways – American West, American Airline – US Airways, Alaska – Virgin America cases, 

fares do significantly increase following the Southwest – AirTran merger, and qualities, 

measured by load factor and average time of delay do worsen after the Delta – Northwest, 

United – Continental and Southwest – AirTran mergers. Mergers involve legacy airlines are 

more likely to bring adverse effects on consumer welfare; 4) qualities factors such as 

passenger load factor, departure and delay time are more likely to be subjected to the impacts 

of mergers.  
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Appendix A: detailed regression results 
 
US-HP 
 
Regression on ln(mean fare) 

 
 
Regression on ln(total passengers) 

 
 
Regression on passenger load factor 
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Regression on average time of departure delay and arrival delay 
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DL-NW 
 
Regression on ln(mean fare) 

 
 
Regression on ln(total passengers) 

 
 
Regression on passenger load factor 
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Regression on average time of departure delay and arrival delay 
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UA-CO 
 
Regression on ln(mean fare) 

 
 
Regression on ln(total passengers) 

 
 
Regression on passenger load factor 
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Regression on average time of departure delay and arrival delay 
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WN-FL 
 
Regression on ln(mean fare) 

 
 
Regression on ln(total passengers) 

 
 
Regression on passenger load factor 
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Regression on average time of departure delay and arrival delay 
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AA-US 
 
Regression on ln(mean fare) 

 
 
Regression on ln(total passengers) 

 
 
Regression on passenger load factor 
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Regression on average time of departure delay and arrival delay 
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AS-VX 
Regression on ln(mean fare) 

 
 
Regression on ln(total passengers) 

 
 
Regression on passenger load factor 
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Regression on average time of departure delay and arrival delay 
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Appendix B: Python codes for cleaning DB1B data (using AS-VX as 
an example) 
 
#!/usr/bin/env python2 
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 
 
import pandas as pd 
import warnings 
import clean_AOTP_routes as aotp 
 
warnings.filterwarnings('ignore') 
 
####################################################################  
##########    Clean DB1B for overlapping routes    ################# 
#################################################################### 
 
# Read first quarter data 
db1b_filename = 'raw_data/ASVX/DB1B_2016_Q1.csv'     
airline_a = 'AS' 
airline_b = 'VX' 
 
print '~~~ Start processing first quarter DB1B file' + db1b_filename + '~~~' 
print '- received DB1B file', db1b_filename 
 
# Set up column headers 
origin_city_id_col = 'ORIGIN_CITY_MARKET_ID' 
dest_city_id_col = 'DEST_CITY_MARKET_ID' 
carrier_col = 'REPORTING_CARRIER' 
city_pair_col = 'CITY_PAIR' 
 
origin_city_name_col = 'ORIGIN_CITY_NAME' 
dest_city_name_col = 'DEST_CITY_NAME' 
market_fare = 'MARKET_FARE' 
merger_col = 'MERGER_VARIABLE' 
treatment_col = 'TREATMENT_GROUP' 
merger_treatment = 'MERGER_TREATMENT' 
 
if not db1b_filename.endswith('.csv'): 
    raise Exception('Not a csv file!') 
 
# Read csv from disk 
df = pd.read_csv(db1b_filename) 
city_lookup = pd.read_csv('lookup_table/L_CITY_MARKET_ID.csv') 
 
# Drop observations if market fare <=10 or >= 1000 
pd.to_numeric(df[market_fare]) 
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df2 = df.loc[(df[market_fare] >= 10) & (df[market_fare] <= 1000)] 
 
# Drop rows by irrelevant carriers 
df3 = df2.loc[df2[carrier_col].isin([airline_a, airline_b])] 
 
# Drop routes operated by only one airline 
df_dropped_grouped = df3.groupby([origin_city_id_col, dest_city_id_col]) 
df_dropped = df_dropped_grouped.filter(lambda x: x[carrier_col].str.contains(airline_a).any() & 
x[carrier_col].str.contains(airline_b).any())     
 
# Create city name columns from city lookup 
#df_dropped[origin_city_name_col] = df_dropped[origin_city_id_col].apply(lambda x: 
city_lookup.loc[city_lookup['Code'] == x, 'Description'].item().split(',')[0]) 
#df_dropped[dest_city_name_col] = df_dropped[dest_city_id_col].apply(lambda x: 
city_lookup.loc[city_lookup['Code'] == x, 'Description'].item().split(',')[0]) 
 
# Create city pair column 
df_dropped[city_pair_col] = df_dropped.apply(aotp.compare_dates, axis=1) 
 
print '- writing cleaned overlap DB1B to disk' 
df_dropped.to_csv(db1b_filename[:-4] + '_overlap_CLEANED.csv') 
# df_dropped.sort_values([origin_city_id, dest_city_id], ascending=True) 
 
####################################################################  
####  Filter overlapping routes using frequent routes results   #### 
#################################################################### 
frequent_routes = aotp.get_frequent_routes_merger('raw_data/ASVX/AOTP_2016_01.csv', 
airline_a, airline_b, 2016, 1, 1, 7) 
 
df_final = df_dropped.loc[df_dropped[city_pair_col].isin(frequent_routes)] 
df_final[merger_col] = 0 
df_final[treatment_col] = 1 
df_final[merger_treatment] = 0 
 
print '- writing cleaned DB1B to disk' 
df_final.to_csv(db1b_filename[:-4] + '_CLEANED.csv') 
 
print '~~~ Finished processing DB1B first quarter file' + db1b_filename + '~~~' 
#!/usr/bin/env python2 
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 
#!/usr/bin/env python2 
 
import pandas as pd 
import warnings 
import clean_AOTP_routes as aotp 
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warnings.filterwarnings('ignore') 
 
####################################################################  
#################  Cleaning pre-merger US HP data   ################ 
#################################################################### 
db1b_pre_filenames = ['raw_data/ASVX/DB1B_2016_Q2.csv', 
                      'raw_data/ASVX/DB1B_2016_Q3.csv', 
                      'raw_data/ASVX/DB1B_2016_Q4.csv' 
              # Read the rest three data for each pre-merger period 
             ] 
 
airline_a = 'AS' 
airline_b = 'VX' 
 
#print '~~~ Start processing first quarter DB1B file' + db1b_pre_filenames + '~~~' 
#print '- received DB1B file', db1b_pre_filenames 
 
# Set up column headers 
origin_city_id_col = 'ORIGIN_CITY_MARKET_ID' 
dest_city_id_col = 'DEST_CITY_MARKET_ID' 
carrier_col = 'REPORTING_CARRIER' 
city_pair_col = 'CITY_PAIR' 
 
origin_city_name_col = 'ORIGIN_CITY_NAME' 
dest_city_name_col = 'DEST_CITY_NAME' 
market_fare = 'MARKET_FARE' 
merger_col = 'MERGER_VARIABLE' 
treatment_col = 'TREATMENT_GROUP' 
merger_treatment = 'MERGER_TREATMENT' 
 
# Read cleaned first quarter data from disk to get frequent overlap routes 
overlap_route = pd.read_csv('raw_data/ASVX/DB1B_2016_Q1_CLEANED.csv') 
 
# Run filter for a DB1B file  
for db1b_pre_filename in db1b_pre_filenames: 
    if not db1b_pre_filename.endswith('.csv'): 
        raise Exception('Not a csv file!') 
    print '- processing', db1b_pre_filename, '' 
     
    # Read csv from disk 
    df = pd.read_csv(db1b_pre_filename) 
     
    # Drop observations if market fare <=10 or >= 1000 
    pd.to_numeric(df[market_fare]) 
    df2 = df.loc[(df[market_fare] >= 10) & (df[market_fare] <= 1000)] 
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    # Drop rows by irrelevant carriers 
    df_dropped = df2.loc[df[carrier_col].isin([airline_a, airline_b])] 
     
    # Create city pair column 
    df_dropped[city_pair_col] = df_dropped.apply(aotp.compare_dates, axis=1) 
     
    # Filter by city pair column 
    route = overlap_route[city_pair_col].unique() 
    df_final = df_dropped.loc[df_dropped[city_pair_col].isin(route)] 
    df_final[merger_col] = 0 
    df_final[treatment_col] = 1 
    df_final[merger_treatment] = 0 
     
    print '- writing cleaned' + db1b_pre_filename + 'to disk' 
    df_final.to_csv(db1b_pre_filename[:-4] + '_CLEANED.csv') 
 

print '~~~ Finished processing' + db1b_pre_filename + '~~~' 
 
import pandas as pd 
import warnings 
import clean_AOTP_routes as aotp 
 
 
warnings.filterwarnings('ignore') 
 
####################################################################  
#################  Cleaning pre-merger US HP data   ################ 
#################################################################### 
db1b_pre_filenames = ['raw_data/ASVX/DB1B_2016_Q1.csv', 
                      'raw_data/ASVX/DB1B_2016_Q2.csv', 
                      'raw_data/ASVX/DB1B_2016_Q3.csv', 
                      'raw_data/ASVX/DB1B_2016_Q4.csv' 
              # Read the rest three data for each pre-merger period 
             ] 
 
airline_a = 'AS' 
airline_b = 'VX' 
airline_c = 'DL' 
airline_d = 'UA' 
airline_e = 'WN' 
airline_f = 'AA' 
 
 
#print '~~~ Start processing first quarter DB1B file' + db1b_pre_filenames + '~~~' 
#print '- received DB1B file', db1b_pre_filenames 
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# Set up column headers 
origin_city_id_col = 'ORIGIN_CITY_MARKET_ID' 
dest_city_id_col = 'DEST_CITY_MARKET_ID' 
carrier_col = 'REPORTING_CARRIER' 
city_pair_col = 'CITY_PAIR' 
 
origin_city_name_col = 'ORIGIN_CITY_NAME' 
dest_city_name_col = 'DEST_CITY_NAME' 
market_fare = 'MARKET_FARE' 
merger_col = 'MERGER_VARIABLE' 
treatment_col = 'TREATMENT_GROUP' 
merger_treatment = 'MERGER_TREATMENT' 
 
# Read cleaned first quarter data from disk to get overlap routes 
overlap_route = pd.read_csv('raw_data/ASVX/DB1B_2016_Q1_overlap_CLEANED.csv') 
 
frequent_routes = aotp.get_frequent_routes_other('raw_data/ASVX/AOTP_2016_01.csv', 

airline_a, airline_b, 2016, 1, 1, 7) 
 
# Run filter for a DB1B file  
for db1b_pre_filename in db1b_pre_filenames: 
    if not db1b_pre_filename.endswith('.csv'): 
        raise Exception('Not a csv file!') 
    print '- processing', db1b_pre_filename, '' 
     
    # Read csv from disk 
    df = pd.read_csv(db1b_pre_filename) 
     
    # Drop observations if market fare <=10 or >= 1000 
    pd.to_numeric(df[market_fare]) 
    df2 = df.loc[(df[market_fare] >= 10) & (df[market_fare] <= 1000)] 
     
    # Drop rows by irrelevant carriers 
    df_dropped = df2.loc[~df2[carrier_col].isin([airline_a, airline_b, airline_c, airline_d, 

airline_e, airline_f])] 
     
    # Create city pair column 
    df_dropped[city_pair_col] = df_dropped.apply(aotp.compare_dates, axis=1) 
     
    # Filter by city pair column 
    route = overlap_route[city_pair_col].unique() 
    df_dropped2 = df_dropped.loc[~df_dropped[city_pair_col].isin(route)] 
     
    ####################################################################  
    ####  Filter overlapping routes using frequent routes results   #### 
    #################################################################### 
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    df_final = df_dropped2.loc[df_dropped2[city_pair_col].isin(frequent_routes)] 
    df_final[merger_col] = 0 
    df_final[treatment_col] = 0 
    df_final[merger_treatment] = 0 
     
    print '- writing cleaned' + db1b_pre_filename + 'to disk' 
    df_final.to_csv(db1b_pre_filename[:-4] + '_non_ASVX_CLEANED.csv') 
 
    #print '~~~ Finished processing' + db1b_pre_filename + '~~~' 
 
#!/usr/bin/env python2 
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 
#!/usr/bin/env python2 
 
import pandas as pd 
import warnings 
import clean_AOTP_routes as aotp 
 
warnings.filterwarnings('ignore') 
 
####################################################################  
#################  Cleaning post-merger UA data   ################ 
#################################################################### 
db1b_pre_filenames = ['raw_data/ASVX/DB1B_2018_Q1.csv', 
                      'raw_data/ASVX/DB1B_2018_Q2.csv', 
                      'raw_data/ASVX/DB1B_2018_Q3.csv', 
                      'raw_data/ASVX/DB1B_2018_Q4.csv' 
              # Read the rest three data for each post-merger period 
             ] 
 
airline_a = 'AS' 
 
#print '~~~ Start processing first quarter DB1B file' + db1b_pre_filenames + '~~~' 
#print '- received DB1B file', db1b_pre_filenames 
 
# Set up column headers 
origin_city_id_col = 'ORIGIN_CITY_MARKET_ID' 
dest_city_id_col = 'DEST_CITY_MARKET_ID' 
carrier_col = 'REPORTING_CARRIER' 
city_pair_col = 'CITY_PAIR' 
 
 
origin_city_name_col = 'ORIGIN_CITY_NAME' 
dest_city_name_col = 'DEST_CITY_NAME' 
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market_fare = 'MARKET_FARE' 
merger_col = 'MERGER_VARIABLE' 
treatment_col = 'TREATMENT_GROUP' 
merger_treatment = 'MERGER_TREATMENT' 
 
# Read cleaned first quarter data from disk to get frequent overlap routes 
overlap_route = pd.read_csv('raw_data/ASVX/DB1B_2016_Q1_CLEANED.csv') 
 
# Run filter for a DB1B file  
for db1b_pre_filename in db1b_pre_filenames: 
    if not db1b_pre_filename.endswith('.csv'): 
        raise Exception('Not a csv file!') 
    print '- processing', db1b_pre_filename, '' 
     
    # Read csv from disk 
    df = pd.read_csv(db1b_pre_filename) 
     
    # Drop observations if market fare <=10 or >= 1000 
    pd.to_numeric(df[market_fare]) 
    df2 = df.loc[(df[market_fare] >= 10) & (df[market_fare] <= 1000)] 
 
    # Drop rows by irrelevant carriers 
    df_dropped = df2.loc[df[carrier_col].isin([airline_a])] 
     
    # Create city pair column 
    df_dropped[city_pair_col] = df_dropped.apply(aotp.compare_dates, axis=1) 
     
    # Filter by city pair column 
    route = overlap_route[city_pair_col].unique() 
    df_final = df_dropped.loc[df_dropped[city_pair_col].isin(route)] 
    df_final[merger_col] = 1 
    df_final[treatment_col] = 1 
    df_final[merger_treatment] = 1 
     
    print '- writing cleaned' + db1b_pre_filename + 'to disk' 
    df_final.to_csv(db1b_pre_filename[:-4] + '_CLEANED.csv') 
 
    print '~~~ Finished processing' + db1b_pre_filename + '~~~' 
 
#!/usr/bin/env python2 
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 
#!/usr/bin/env python2 
 
import pandas as pd 
import warnings 
import clean_AOTP_routes as aotp 
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warnings.filterwarnings('ignore') 
 
####################################################################  
#################  Cleaning post-merger DL data   ################ 
#################################################################### 
db1b_pre_filenames = ['raw_data/ASVX/DB1B_2018_Q1.csv', 
                      'raw_data/ASVX/DB1B_2018_Q2.csv', 
                      'raw_data/ASVX/DB1B_2018_Q3.csv', 
                      'raw_data/ASVX/DB1B_2018_Q4.csv' 
             
             ] 
 
airline_a = 'AS' 
airline_b = 'VX' 
airline_c = 'DL' 
airline_d = 'UA' 
airline_e = 'WN' 
airline_f = 'AA' 
 
#print '~~~ Start processing first quarter DB1B file' + db1b_pre_filenames + '~~~' 
#print '- received DB1B file', db1b_pre_filenames 
 
# Set up column headers 
origin_city_id_col = 'ORIGIN_CITY_MARKET_ID' 
dest_city_id_col = 'DEST_CITY_MARKET_ID' 
carrier_col = 'REPORTING_CARRIER' 
city_pair_col = 'CITY_PAIR' 
 
 
origin_city_name_col = 'ORIGIN_CITY_NAME' 
dest_city_name_col = 'DEST_CITY_NAME' 
market_fare = 'MARKET_FARE' 
merger_col = 'MERGER_VARIABLE' 
treatment_col = 'TREATMENT_GROUP' 
merger_treatment = 'MERGER_TREATMENT' 
 
# Read cleaned non USHP data from disk to get frequent overlap routes 
other_route = pd.read_csv('raw_data/ASVX/DB1B_2016_Q1_non_ASVX_CLEANED.csv') 
 
# Run filter for a DB1B file  
for db1b_pre_filename in db1b_pre_filenames: 
    if not db1b_pre_filename.endswith('.csv'): 
        raise Exception('Not a csv file!') 
    print '- processing', db1b_pre_filename, '' 
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    # Read csv from disk 
    df = pd.read_csv(db1b_pre_filename) 
     
    # Drop observations if market fare <=10 or >= 1000 
    pd.to_numeric(df[market_fare]) 
    df2 = df.loc[(df[market_fare] >= 10) & (df[market_fare] <= 1000)] 
 
    # Drop rows by irrelevant carriers 
    df_dropped = df2.loc[~df[carrier_col].isin([airline_a, airline_c, airline_d, airline_e, 

airline_f])] 
     
    # Create city pair column 
    df_dropped[city_pair_col] = df_dropped.apply(aotp.compare_dates, axis=1) 
     
    # Filter by city pair column 
    route = other_route[city_pair_col].unique() 
    df_final = df_dropped.loc[df_dropped[city_pair_col].isin(route)] 
    df_final[merger_col] = 1 
    df_final[treatment_col] = 0 
    df_final[merger_treatment] = 0 
     
    print '- writing cleaned' + db1b_pre_filename + 'to disk' 
    df_final.to_csv(db1b_pre_filename[:-4] + '_non_ASVX_CLEANED.csv') 
 
    print '~~~ Finished processing' + db1b_pre_filename + '~~~' 
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Appendix C: Python codes for cleaning T100 data (using DLNW as 
an example) 
 
#!/usr/bin/env python2 
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 
 
import pandas as pd 
import warnings 
import clean_AOTP_routes as aotp 
 
warnings.filterwarnings('ignore') 
 
airline_a = 'DL' 
airline_b = 'NW' 
 
# Set up column headers 
origin_city_id_col = 'ORIGIN_CITY_MARKET_ID' 
dest_city_id_col = 'DEST_CITY_MARKET_ID' 
carrier_col = 'UNIQUE_CARRIER' 
city_pair_col = 'CITY_PAIR' 
passengers = 'PASSENGERS' 
seats = 'SEATS' 
merger_col = 'MERGER_VARIABLE' 
treatment_col = 'TREATMENT_GROUP' 
merger_treatment = 'MERGER_TREATMENT' 
month = 'MONTH' 
quarter = 'QUARTER' 
 
####################################################################  
####################################################################  
###############  Cleaning pre-merger airline data   ################ 
#################################################################### 
####################################################################  
 
# Read pre-merger data# 
print '- Reading t100 data' 
t100_1 = pd.read_csv('T100/DLNW/T100_2008.csv') 
#t100_2 = pd.read_csv('T100/USHP/T100_2005.csv') 
# 
#print '- Drop irrelevant months' 
#drop_t100_1 = t100_1.loc[t100_1[quarter].isin([4])] 
#drop_t100_2 = t100_2.loc[~t100_2[quarter].isin([4])] 
# 
#print '- Combine dataframe' 
#t100_pre = pd.concat([drop_t100_1, drop_t100_2]) 
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# Drop any observations with seats<=10 
#t100_pre_2 = t100_pre.loc[(t100_pre[seats] >= 10) & (t100_pre[passengers] > 0)] 
 
t100_pre_2 = t100_1.loc[(t100_1[seats] >= 10) & (t100_1[passengers] > 0)] 
 
print '- Generating city pair col' 
t100_pre_2[city_pair_col] = t100_pre_2.apply(aotp.compare_dates, axis=1) 
 
####################################################################  
#################  Cleaning merging airline data   ################# 
#################################################################### 
 
# Drop non merging airlines data 
t100_pre_merging = t100_pre_2.loc[t100_pre_2[carrier_col].isin([airline_a, airline_b])] 
 
# Read cleaned DB1B data 
db1b_merging = pd.read_csv('raw_data/DLNW/DB1B_2008_Q1_CLEANED.csv') 
 
route_merging = db1b_merging[city_pair_col].unique() 
t100_pre_merging_f = 
t100_pre_merging.loc[t100_pre_merging[city_pair_col].isin(route_merging)] 
 
t100_pre_merging_f[merger_col] = 0 
t100_pre_merging_f[treatment_col] = 1 
t100_pre_merging_f[merger_treatment] = 0 
 
print '- Writing cleaned merging airline data to disk' 
t100_pre_merging_f.to_csv('T100/DLNW/DLNW_pre.csv') 
 
####################################################################  
##############  Cleaning non-merging airline data   ################ 
#################################################################### 
 
print '- Start to clean non merging airlines data' 
# Read cleaned DB1B data 
db1b_non_merging = 
pd.read_csv('raw_data/DLNW/DB1B_2008_Q1_non_DLNW_CLEANED.csv') 
 
# Drop irrelevate airline data 
airline_non = db1b_non_merging['REPORTING_CARRIER'].unique() 
route_non = db1b_non_merging[city_pair_col].unique() 
 
t100_pre_non = t100_pre_2.loc[t100_pre_2[carrier_col].isin(airline_non)] 
t100_pre_non_f = t100_pre_non.loc[t100_pre_non[city_pair_col].isin(route_non)] 
 
t100_pre_non_f[merger_col] = 0 
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t100_pre_non_f[treatment_col] = 0 
t100_pre_non_f[merger_treatment] = 0 
 
print '- Writing cleeaned non merging airline data to disk' 
t100_pre_non_f.to_csv('T100/DLNW/nonDLNW_pre.csv') 
 
 
####################################################################  
####################################################################  
###############  Cleaning post-merger airline data   ############### 
#################################################################### 
####################################################################  
print '- Start to clean post merger airline data' 
 
# Read post-merger data 
print '- Reading t100 data' 
t100_3 = pd.read_csv('T100/DLNW/T100_2010.csv') 
#t100_4 = pd.read_csv('T100/USHP/T100_2008.csv') 
# 
#print '- Drop irrelevant months' 
#drop_t100_3 = t100_3.loc[t100_3[quarter].isin([4])] 
#drop_t100_4 = t100_4.loc[~t100_4[quarter].isin([4])] 
# 
#print '- Combine dataframe' 
#t100_post = pd.concat([drop_t100_3, drop_t100_4]) 
 
# Drop any observations with seats<=10 
#t100_post_2 = t100_post.loc[(t100_post[seats] >= 10) & (t100_post[passengers] > 0)] 
 
t100_post_2 = t100_3.loc[(t100_3[seats] >= 10) & (t100_3[passengers] > 0)] 
 
print '- Generating city pair col' 
t100_post_2[city_pair_col] = t100_post_2.apply(aotp.compare_dates, axis=1) 
 
####################################################################  
#################  Cleaning merging airline data   ################# 
#################################################################### 
 
# Drop non merging airlines data 
t100_post_merging = t100_post_2.loc[t100_post_2[carrier_col].isin([airline_a, airline_b])] 
 
t100_post_merging_f = 
t100_post_merging.loc[t100_post_merging[city_pair_col].isin(route_merging)] 
 
t100_post_merging_f[merger_col] = 1 
t100_post_merging_f[treatment_col] = 1 
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t100_post_merging_f[merger_treatment] = 1 
 
print '- Writing cleaned merging airline data to disk' 
t100_post_merging_f.to_csv('T100/DLNW/DLNW_post.csv') 
 
####################################################################  
##############  Cleaning non-merging airline data   ################ 
#################################################################### 
 
print '- Start to clean non merging airlines data' 
 
# Drop irrelevate airline data 
t100_post_non = t100_post_2.loc[t100_post_2[carrier_col].isin(airline_non)] 
t100_post_non_f = t100_post_non.loc[t100_post_non[city_pair_col].isin(route_non)] 
 
t100_post_non_f[merger_col] = 1 
t100_post_non_f[treatment_col] = 0 
t100_post_non_f[merger_treatment] = 0 
 
print '- Writing cleeaned non merging airline data to disk' 
t100_pre_non_f.to_csv('T100/DLNW/nonDLNW_post.csv') 
 
t100_f = pd.concat([t100_pre_merging_f, t100_pre_non_f, t100_post_merging_f, 
t100_pre_non_f]) 
t100_f = t100_f.assign(market_group=(t100_f['CITY_PAIR']).astype('category').cat.codes) 
 
t100_f.to_csv('T100/DLNW/DLNW_final.csv') 
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Appendix D: Python codes for cleaning AOTP data (using UACO as 
an example) 
 
#!/usr/bin/env python2 
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 
 
 
import pandas as pd 
import warnings 
import clean_AOTP_routes as aotp 
import numpy as np 
 
warnings.filterwarnings('ignore') 
 
# Set up column headers 
origin_city_id_col = 'ORIGIN_CITY_MARKET_ID' 
dest_city_id_col = 'DEST_CITY_MARKET_ID' 
carrier_col = 'OP_UNIQUE_CARRIER' 
city_pair_col = 'CITY_PAIR' 
 
merger_col = 'MERGER_VARIABLE' 
treatment_col = 'TREATMENT_GROUP' 
merger_treatment = 'MERGER_TREATMENT' 
 
year = 'YEAR' 
month = 'MONTH' 
quarter = 'QUARTER' 
 
dep_delay = 'DEP_DELAY_NEW' 
arr_delay = 'ARR_DELAY_NEW' 
cancelled = 'CANCELLED' 
 
airline_a = 'UA' 
airline_b = 'CO' 
 
print '- Read cleaned DB1B data' 
# Read cleaned DB1B data 
db1b_merging = pd.read_csv('raw_data/UACO/DB1B_2009_Q1_CLEANED.csv') 
route_merging = db1b_merging[city_pair_col].unique() 
 
# Read cleaned DB1B data 
db1b_non_merging = 
pd.read_csv('raw_data/UACO/DB1B_2009_Q1_non_UACO_CLEANED.csv') 
airline_non = db1b_non_merging['REPORTING_CARRIER'].unique() 
route_non = db1b_non_merging[city_pair_col].unique() 
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####################################################################  
####################################################################  
####################  Cleaning pre-merger data   ################### 
#################################################################### 
####################################################################  
print '- Start to clean merging airlines data' 
aotp_files = ['AOTP/UACO/AOTP_2009_01.csv', 
              'AOTP/UACO/AOTP_2009_02.csv', 
              'AOTP/UACO/AOTP_2009_03.csv', 
              'AOTP/UACO/AOTP_2009_04.csv', 
              'AOTP/UACO/AOTP_2009_05.csv', 
              'AOTP/UACO/AOTP_2009_06.csv', 
              'AOTP/UACO/AOTP_2009_07.csv', 
              'AOTP/UACO/AOTP_2009_08.csv', 
              'AOTP/UACO/AOTP_2009_09.csv', 
              'AOTP/UACO/AOTP_2009_10.csv', 
              'AOTP/UACO/AOTP_2009_11.csv', 
              'AOTP/UACO/AOTP_2009_12.csv', 
             ] 
 
# Combine all the files 
df_pre = pd.concat([pd.read_csv (f) for f in aotp_files]) 
df_pre = df_pre[pd.notnull(df_pre[dep_delay])] 
df_pre = df_pre[pd.notnull(df_pre[arr_delay])] 
df_pre = df_pre[pd.notnull(df_pre[cancelled])] 
 
 
####################  Cleaning merging airline data   ################### 
 
# Drop non merging airlines data 
df2_pre = df_pre.loc[df_pre[carrier_col].isin([airline_a, airline_b])] 
 
# Generating city pair column 
print '- Generating city pair col' 
df2_pre[city_pair_col] = df2_pre.apply(aotp.compare_dates, axis=1) 
 
# Drop irrelevant city pair routes 
df3_pre = df2_pre.loc[df2_pre[city_pair_col].isin(route_merging)] 
 
# Calculate average departure delay and arrival delay 
dfgroup_pre = df3_pre.groupby([city_pair_col, carrier_col, year, month]) 
 
df_mean_dep = dfgroup_pre.apply(lambda x: np.average(x.DEP_DELAY_NEW)) 
df_mean_arr = dfgroup_pre.apply(lambda x: np.average(x.ARR_DELAY_NEW)) 
df_mean_can = dfgroup_pre.apply(lambda x: np.average(x.CANCELLED)) 
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df3_pre['MEAN_DEP_DEL'] = df3_pre.apply(lambda row: df_mean_dep[row[city_pair_col], 
row[carrier_col], row[year], row[month]], axis = 1) 
df3_pre['MEAN_ARR_DEL'] = df3_pre.apply(lambda row: df_mean_arr[row[city_pair_col], 
row[carrier_col], row[year], row[month]], axis = 1) 
df3_pre['MEAN_CANCELLED'] = df3_pre.apply(lambda row: 
df_mean_can[row[city_pair_col], row[carrier_col], row[year], row[month]], axis = 1) 
 
df_mer_pre = df3_pre.drop_duplicates(subset = ['MEAN_DEP_DEL', 'MEAN_ARR_DEL', 
'MEAN_CANCELLED']) 
 
df_mer_pre[merger_col] = 0 
df_mer_pre[treatment_col] = 1 
df_mer_pre[merger_treatment] = 0 
 
print '- Writing cleaned merging airline data to disk' 
df_mer_pre.to_csv('AOTP/UACO/UACO_pre.csv') 
 
 
####################  Cleaning non-merging airline data   ################### 
 
# Drop non merging airlines data 
df2_non_pre = df_pre.loc[df_pre[carrier_col].isin(airline_non)] 
 
# Generating city pair column 
print '- Generating city pair col' 
df2_non_pre[city_pair_col] = df2_non_pre.apply(aotp.compare_dates, axis=1) 
 
# Drop irrelevant city pair routes 
df3_non_pre = df2_non_pre.loc[df2_non_pre[city_pair_col].isin(route_non)] 
 
# Calculate average departure delay and arrival delay 
dfgroup_non_pre = df3_non_pre.groupby([city_pair_col, carrier_col, year, month]) 
 
non_pre_mean_dep = dfgroup_non_pre.apply(lambda x: np.average(x.DEP_DELAY_NEW)) 
non_pre_mean_arr = dfgroup_non_pre.apply(lambda x: np.average(x.ARR_DELAY_NEW)) 
non_pre_mean_can = dfgroup_non_pre.apply(lambda x: np.average(x.CANCELLED)) 
 
 
df3_non_pre['MEAN_DEP_DEL'] = df3_non_pre.apply(lambda row: 
non_pre_mean_dep[row[city_pair_col], row[carrier_col], row[year], row[month]], axis = 1) 
df3_non_pre['MEAN_ARR_DEL'] = df3_non_pre.apply(lambda row: 
non_pre_mean_arr[row[city_pair_col], row[carrier_col], row[year], row[month]], axis = 1) 
df3_non_pre['MEAN_CANCELLED'] = df3_non_pre.apply(lambda row: 
non_pre_mean_can[row[city_pair_col], row[carrier_col], row[year], row[month]], axis = 1) 
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df_non_pre = df3_non_pre.drop_duplicates(subset = ['MEAN_DEP_DEL', 'MEAN_ARR_DEL', 
'MEAN_CANCELLED']) 
 
df_non_pre[merger_col] = 0 
df_non_pre[treatment_col] = 0 
df_non_pre[merger_treatment] = 0 
 
print '- Writing cleaned merging airline data to disk' 
df_non_pre.to_csv('AOTP/UACO/nonUACO_pre.csv') 
      
####################################################################  
####################################################################  
##########################  Cleaning post-merger data   ################## 
#################################################################### 
####################################################################  
print '- Start to clean post-merger airlines data' 
aotp_post_files = ['AOTP/UACO/AOTP_2012_01.csv', 
                   'AOTP/UACO/AOTP_2012_02.csv', 
                   'AOTP/UACO/AOTP_2012_03.csv', 
                   'AOTP/UACO/AOTP_2012_04.csv', 
                   'AOTP/UACO/AOTP_2012_05.csv', 
                   'AOTP/UACO/AOTP_2012_06.csv', 
                   'AOTP/UACO/AOTP_2012_07.csv', 
                   'AOTP/UACO/AOTP_2012_08.csv', 
                   'AOTP/UACO/AOTP_2012_09.csv', 
                   'AOTP/UACO/AOTP_2012_10.csv', 
                   'AOTP/UACO/AOTP_2012_11.csv', 
                   'AOTP/UACO/AOTP_2012_12.csv', 
                   ] 
 
# Combine all the files 
df_post = pd.concat([pd.read_csv (f) for f in aotp_post_files]) 
df_post = df_post[pd.notnull(df_post[dep_delay])] 
df_post = df_post[pd.notnull(df_post[arr_delay])] 
df_post = df_post[pd.notnull(df_post[cancelled])] 
 
 
####################  Cleaning merging airline data   ################### 
 
# Drop non merging airlines data 
df2_post = df_post.loc[df_post[carrier_col].isin([airline_a])] 
 
# Generating city pair column 
print '- Generating city pair col' 
df2_post[city_pair_col] = df2_post.apply(aotp.compare_dates, axis=1) 
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# Drop irrelevant city pair routes 
df3_post = df2_post.loc[df2_post[city_pair_col].isin(route_merging)] 
 
# Calculate average departure delay and arrival delay 
dfgroup_post = df3_post.groupby([city_pair_col, carrier_col, year, month]) 
 
post_mean_dep = dfgroup_post.apply(lambda x: np.average(x.DEP_DELAY_NEW)) 
post_mean_arr = dfgroup_post.apply(lambda x: np.average(x.ARR_DELAY_NEW)) 
post_mean_can = dfgroup_post.apply(lambda x: np.average(x.CANCELLED)) 
 
 
df3_post['MEAN_DEP_DEL'] = df3_post.apply(lambda row: 
post_mean_dep[row[city_pair_col], row[carrier_col], row[year], row[month]], axis = 1) 
df3_post['MEAN_ARR_DEL'] = df3_post.apply(lambda row: 
post_mean_arr[row[city_pair_col], row[carrier_col], row[year], row[month]], axis = 1) 
df3_post['MEAN_CANCELLED'] = df3_post.apply(lambda row: 
post_mean_can[row[city_pair_col], row[carrier_col], row[year], row[month]], axis = 1) 
 
df_mer_post = df3_post.drop_duplicates(subset = ['MEAN_DEP_DEL', 'MEAN_ARR_DEL', 
'MEAN_CANCELLED']) 
 
df_mer_post[merger_col] = 1 
df_mer_post[treatment_col] = 1 
df_mer_post[merger_treatment] = 1 
 
print '- Writing cleaned merging airline data to disk' 
df_mer_post.to_csv('AOTP/UACO/UACO_post.csv') 
 
 
####################  Cleaning non-merging airline data   ################### 
 
# Drop non merging airlines data 
df2_non_post = df_post.loc[df_post[carrier_col].isin(airline_non)] 
 
# Generating city pair column 
print '- Generating city pair col' 
df2_non_post[city_pair_col] = df2_non_post.apply(aotp.compare_dates, axis=1) 
 
# Drop irrelevant city pair routes 
df3_non_post = df2_non_post.loc[df2_non_post[city_pair_col].isin(route_non)] 
 
# Calculate average departure delay and arrival delay 
dfgroup_non_post = df3_non_post.groupby([city_pair_col, carrier_col, year, month]) 
 
non_post_mean_dep = dfgroup_non_post.apply(lambda x: np.average(x.DEP_DELAY_NEW)) 
non_post_mean_arr = dfgroup_non_post.apply(lambda x: np.average(x.ARR_DELAY_NEW)) 
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non_post_mean_can = dfgroup_non_post.apply(lambda x: np.average(x.CANCELLED)) 
 
 
df3_non_post['MEAN_DEP_DEL'] = df3_non_post.apply(lambda row: 
non_post_mean_dep[row[city_pair_col], row[carrier_col], row[year], row[month]], axis = 1) 
df3_non_post['MEAN_ARR_DEL'] = df3_non_post.apply(lambda row: 
non_post_mean_arr[row[city_pair_col], row[carrier_col], row[year], row[month]], axis = 1) 
df3_non_post['MEAN_CANCELLED'] = df3_non_post.apply(lambda row: 
non_post_mean_can[row[city_pair_col], row[carrier_col], row[year], row[month]], axis = 1) 
 
df_non_post = df3_non_post.drop_duplicates(subset = ['MEAN_DEP_DEL', 
'MEAN_ARR_DEL', 'MEAN_CANCELLED']) 
 
df_non_post[merger_col] = 1 
df_non_post[treatment_col] = 0 
df_non_post[merger_treatment] = 0 
 
print '- Writing cleaned merging airline data to disk' 
df_non_post.to_csv('AOTP/UACO/nonUACO_post.csv') 
 
result = pd.concat([df_mer_pre, df_non_pre, df_mer_post, df_non_post]) 
print '- Writing combined file to disk' 
result.to_csv('AOTP/UACO/final.csv') 


